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Six-degree-of-freedom (6-DoF) pose estimation is of fundamental importance to many applications, such
as robotics, indoor tracking and Augmented Reality. Although a number of pose estimation solutions have
been proposed, it remains a critical challenge to provide a low-cost, real-time, accurate and easy-todeploy solution. Addressing this issue, this paper describes a multisensor system for accurate pose estimation that relies on low-cost technologies, in particular on a combination of webcams, inertial sensors
and a printable colored fiducial. With the aid of inertial sensors, the system can estimate full pose both
with monocular and stereo vision. The system error propagation is analyzed and validated by simulations
and experimental tests. Our error analysis and experimental data demonstrate that the proposed system
has great potential in practical applications, as it achieves high accuracy (in the order of centimeters for
the position estimation and few degrees for the orientation estimation) using the mentioned low-cost
sensors, while satisfying tight real-time requirements.

1. Introduction
The term 'pose' is usually employed to refer to the combined
information on position and orientation of a moving target (i.e.,
an object or a human). Position is represented by the threedimensional location of the object, while orientation may be expressed as a set of consecutive rotations. Determining the pose of
a target in 3D space is an important task in many traditional application fields, such as robotics [1-3] (e.g., for robot guidance, object
manipulation, etc.), indoor tracking and activity estimation, or interaction [4],
In particular, in recent years, an attractive application area requiring accurate pose estimation is indoor Augmented Reality (AR).
AR has been widely explored in training, entertainment, education
and tourism to facilitate a novel way for the users to interact with
their surroundings [4-9]. Ideally, an AR system should be able to
overlay the virtual information upon the real world with no error
and no latency, thus it needs a perfectly estimated pose of the target relative to the real world. Despite the progress that has been
made to date, current technologies for indoor deployments are not
able to achieve these performance goals. Better said, they still offer limited performance in terms of accuracy, computational cost,
usability, robustness, on-board power consumption and easiness

of deployment. In this context, this paper describes a multisensor solution for accurate pose estimation using low-cost technologies. The designed system provides pose estimation in real time
and may be easily adapted to different environments.
The enabling apparatus is simple: (a) one or more infrastructure vision sensors (commercial off-the-shelf cameras), which are
fixed and calibrated beforehand, (b) a three-axis accelerometer in
the object to be tracked (e.g., embedded accelerometers in mobile
devices), (c) a printable colored marker to be stuck on the object
and (d) a server. The pose calculation process is implemented on
the server side, leaving computing power of the client side for applications. The proposed fiducial has a linear thin stripe-like geometry; it is thus different when compared against the conventional
square fiducials that are used in ARToolKit [10] or ARTag [11]. Linear fiducials may better adapt to final services, because they are
less invasive to the environment than the square fiducials, due
to their smaller dimensions. The thinness also allows them to be
attached to a small surface, for example, borders of mobile devices, hats or eyeglasses frames. Therefore, the proposed solution
has the potential for indoor person tracking, robot tracking, mobile
AR and interaction in smart spaces. With respect to pure visionbased approaches, the fusion of vision data with accelerometer
measurements reduces the number of unknown pose parameters;
therefore, robustness and computational efficiency are enhanced.
Moreover, gravitational acceleration measurements are used to aid
in the pose estimation, but no acceleration integration process is

performed. Therefore, our proposal generates zero-drift solutions
and eliminates the requirement of having an initial state.
Within a bounded space, the system can work with a single active camera (monocular approach), or with two cameras (stereo
vision approach), with the latter resulting in increased accuracy.
To equip a room-like space with our pose estimation technology,
more than two cameras may be needed to cover the whole space.
The issues related to multi-camera management, such as object
tracking and camera selection, will not be studied in this work.
In our previous work [12], we proposed a six degree of freedom
pose estimation system that fuses acceleration data and stereo vision. The system was evaluated by comparing to real measurements and a state-of-the-art marker-based system. Experimental
results showed that the proposed stereo vision system provides
high accuracy. This article introduces a new strategy to estimate
6-DoF pose by fusing data from the target object's accelerometer
with input from one camera. Each component of the system is analyzed thoroughly. Besides, a complete pose estimation analytical
error model for both the monocular and the stereo vision system
is derived and validated by real tests. This paper provides more
extensive experimental results and a thorough comparison to the
state of the art to evaluate the system qualitatively and quantitatively. From our simulations and real tests of the system, it will be
shown that the proposed pose estimation system has great potential in practical applications, as it achieves high accuracy (in the
order of centimeters for the position estimation and few degrees
for the orientation estimation) in real-time, using the mentioned
low-cost sensors. Furthermore, the possible applications and the
guidelines for the practical implementation of the system are addressed.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 includes a review of previous work on object pose estimation systems. Section 3 states the mathematical formulation and explains
the contributions of each sensing technology. Section 4 is dedicated to describe the pose estimation strategy, which fuses data
from inertial and vision sensors. Section 5 models the errors of the
system. Accuracy and computational load are assessed and the sensor error model is validated by experimental results in Section 6.
The performance of the proposed approach applied to pointing applications is evaluated in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the
paper and describes further lines of work.
2. Related work
Object pose estimation has been studied over the past several decades and a wide range of technologies have been explored
[1-11,13-30]. Depending on the sensing technology, the available
approaches may be classified into three main categories: sensorbased, vision-based and hybrid approaches. The existing literature
on these categories is described below.
2.Í. Sensor-based methods
Inertial sensors including accelerometers and gyroscopes have
been widely used for robots [1], aircrafts and vehicles navigation [13]. The principle for determining position and orientation
using these sensors is based on Newton's laws. Accelerometers
measure the linear acceleration in the inertial reference frame,
which is integrated to get the velocity and then integrated again to
get the position. Gyroscopes measure the angular velocity and by
integrating once, rotation angles can be calculated. Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) are maturely developed units for motion
tracking which typically contain three orthogonal accelerometers
and three orthogonal gyroscopes. They run at a high rate, therefore
they are able to track fast and abrupt movements. Furthermore,
they are not influenced by illumination and visual occlusion. On

the downside, they suffer from a severe drift problem caused by
accumulation of measurement errors, thus a periodic re-calibration
is required. Several methods have been proposed to minimize the
drift problem. For example, in [14], relative measurements were
used instead of absolute measurements to reduce the drift error.
It is worth mentioning that in inertial-based methods, the initial
state is needed to calculate the absolute pose.
Magnetometers are used to get the heading angle by sensing
the earth magnetic field [15]. In order to get a full pose estimation,
they need to be combined with other technologies. The algorithm
in [15] integrates inertial sensors with magnetometers and keeps
the tracking results within about 2m of the true track throughout
the entire in-building run. However, the measurements provided
by magnetometers can be corrupted due to the presence of metallic objects in the surroundings, which is quite usual in indoor scenarios [16].
A different approach to positioning is the use of Radiofrequency (RF) technologies. They aim at locating moving objects (smartphones, robots, etc.) through diverse techniques(refer
to e.g. [30] for a survey): WiFi, Bluetooth or ZigBee-based solutions usually rely on fingerprinting techniques (e.g. [31]) or channel modeling (e.g. [32]) to achieve a limited accuracy (3-4m in average). In addition, RF positioning systems do not generally support
orientation estimation, therefore not providing a full pose estimation.
2.2. Vision-based methods
Visual sensing technologies try to interpret the environment
through observations from cameras. Most of the available proposals estimate the spatial relationship between the camera and the
object by finding the correspondence between 2D image points
and 3D scene points. According to the tracked features, most of
the methods can be grouped into marker-based, ready to decode
a known external visual reference, and markerless methods, not
needing any previously known symbol.
2.2.Í. Marker-based methods
Marker-based methods recover the transformation between the
fiducial (artificial) marker and the vision sensor by extracting the
feature points previously defined in the marker. Several available
libraries use planar fiducial for tracking, such as ARToolKit [10],
ARTag [11], Studierstube
, AprilTag [17] and OpenCV [29]. ARToolKit was developed in 1999 by Hirokazu Kato and has been
widely used. Based on ARToolKit, ARTag was later developed to
provide improved performance. The extended version of ARToolKit
is ARToolKitPlus, which added more features over the ARToolKit.
However, it is no longer developed and has a successor: Studierstube Tracker. It supports mobile phones as well as PCs and has
low memory requirements. However, it is not open source. AprilTag
has been recently developed for PCs and further improves accuracy
and robustness. OpenCV is an open source cross-platform toolkit
for image processing that supports PCs as well as mobile platforms.
This library is still in development and has a large community of
users. In [18], a chessboard pattern is tracked by OpenCV to implement mobile AR. Markers used in these libraries are black-white
and have high contrast, so they are easily recognizable. On the
downside, contrast-based detection is sensitive to lighting. Generally speaking, marker-based methods can provide high accuracy.
However, the marker size and the distance as well as the viewing
angle to the marker will affect the accuracy. These aforementioned
markers need a big, flat surface to be placed. Therefore, they are
unsuitable to be attached to a small object to be tracked, such as a
mobile device. Instead, by using an on-body camera to track markers placed in known locations it is feasible to estimate the object's

pose. These approaches are widely used in simple scenarios because of their easy setup. However, their use can be complicated in
a wide working area. For example, large quantities of markers need
to be deployed and measured carefully. Markers can be intrusive
to the environment (causing visual discomfort). In case of a mobile
device, the on-board imaging processing is battery-draining.
In addition to paper markers, in commercial markets, retroreflective elements are used in two of the most famous motion
tracking systems: Opti-Track [19] and Vicon [20]. They use fixed
high-speed infrared cameras to track markers and provide highly
accurate results. However, they are expensive and not suitable for a
low-cost and simple service. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are also
used in several systems [2,9]. The system proposed in [9] is designed for a tablet-based AR service. It relies on tracking six LEDs
mounted on the back of the tablet. Obviously, having six LEDs attached to the device makes the system complex in terms of real
service-oriented feasibility. Moreover, the infrastructure cameras
have to see the whole back of the tablet, which largely constrains
the movement of the tablet, making it unnatural for the user. Another LED-based system is described in [2], in which four LEDs are
placed on a robot to enable its tracking. Compared with paper colored fiducials, LEDs are easier to be detected and less sensitive to
illumination changes, but they may be bulky and have to be powered either by wires or batteries.
2.2.2. Markerless methods
In order to get rid of artificial markers, researchers are making
efforts to detect natural landmarks from image sequences, which is
also referred as markerless methods. Many robust local descriptors
including SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) [33] and SURF
(Speeded-Up Robust Features) [34] are stable under different viewpoints and lighting conditions and can be used to detect features
existing in the scenes to build a markerless method. However, their
computational requirements are stronger than those of methods
relying on artificial markers. Although there are some proposals to
adapt these methods to mobile platforms [8], the use of markerless methods is still a challenge for mobile devices with limited
computational capabilities. Simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) systems [27,35] calculate pose from natural feature points.
A survey on SLAM can be found in [36]. Generally speaking, markerless methods still have a large room for improvement in terms
of accuracy, robustness and efficiency
With the advances in imaging technologies, new types of vision
sensors have been developed. RGB-Depth cameras with moderate
prices, such as Microsoft Kinect devices [21], have attracted attention from researchers. These devices capture RGB images along
with per-pixel depth information. In [3], a micro air vehicle is
mounted with a Microsoft Kinect camera to track its pose. Similarly, authors in [22] have designed a system composed by an
infrared dot-pattern projector and an infrared camera. The system recovers the transformation by finding correspondences between the reference pattern and the detected dot grids. A timeof-flight camera is a relatively new type of sensor that delivers 3dimensional imaging at a high frame rate, simultaneously providing intensity data and range information for every pixel [23].
2.3. Hybrid sensor-vision methods
Each of the previous approaches has its strengths and limitations. An alternative solution aiming at taking advantage of the
benefits of each of them, while softening their hindrances, is to
combine both sensor types, as it is done in [5,24-26]. In our previous work [7], data from an ultrasound location system were fused
with the magnetic sensor of a tablet device to provide pose information for AR services. The ultrasound location system obtained
centimeter level of accuracy. However, orientation based on the
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Fig. 1. Coordinate systems involved in the proposed system and orientation expressed in pitch-roll-yaw rotation angles.

magnetometer was noisy indoor due to the influence from metallic
objects in the surroundings.
Typically, visual and inertial measurements are combined using
a filtering framework. Kalman filter and its derivatives (Unscented
Kalman filter, Extended Kalman filter) are favorably selected to perform sensor fusion by integrating measurements from the visionbased system and from the sensor-based system [24,25].
Most of the hybrid systems choose gyroscopes for calculating the orientation through integration. Although the method
is straightforward, gyroscopes suffer from drifts caused by zero
rate offset. For example, within the tracking methods described
in [5,26], gyroscope was adopted to measure the orientation, and
in return, the vision-based system was focused on correcting the
drift of the inertial system.
The method proposed in this paper works on a similar concept but rather than using gyroscope, we use gravitational acceleration, which avoids the common drift problem. The accelerometer contributes to two rotation angles and the calculation burden is
largely reduced. To our knowledge, this is the first article to propose a linear fiducial based vision-inertial fusion approach which
works on low-cost visual technologies delivering few centimeters
error.
3. Pose estimation problem and sensor modeling
This section briefly introduces the necessary mathematical
framework, stating definitions for the different involved coordinate systems, general notation and transformation equations. Then,
the working principle and available data provided by each sensing
technology are described.
3.1 Notation, coordinate systems and coordinate transformations
Our fusion strategy manages inputs from infrastructure (cameras) and mobile sensors, and therefore it is necessary to handle
transformations between several coordinate systems. The necessary definitions and notation used for each coordinate system are
provided below, together with the list of variables used throughout
the paper. The coordinate transformation equations are also presented.
As schematically depicted in Fig. 1, four coordinate systems are
involved:
- World coordinate system {w}: This is the global reference
system used for describing the position and the orientation

Table 1
Summary of paper variables.
Variables

Meanings
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3 x 3 rotation matrix from {¡} to (j)
3D translation vector from {¡} to (j)
Rotation angle about x-axis (pitch)
Rotation angle about y-axis (roll)
Rotation angle about z-axis(yaw)
Magnitude of gravity
The distance between two reference points
A point in {¡}, i = w,c,a
A point in (J]
Gravitational acceleration in {w}
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Fig. 2. The colored and shape-based fiducial used in the proposed system. The two
black crosses are depicted to indicate the position of the two reference points, but
they do not exist in the actual marker. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.2. Accelerometer as inclination sensor

(pose) of objects; its z-axis points towards the sky, being perpendicular to the ground and x-y axes are tangential to the
ground.
- Camera coordinate system {c}: For each camera, it is a Cartesian reference system attached to the camera, whose origin is
located in the camera optical center; its z-axis is along the optical axis and therefore x-y axes are parallel to the image plane.
- Camera frame coordinate system {/]: This 2D coordinate system
is used to refer positions in the image plane in pixel units. The
origin is the left-up corner of the image. The axes (to be called
u-v) are parallel to the x-y axes of the camera coordinate system {c}.
- Accelerometer/object coordinate system {a}: Its orientation is
aligned with the three accelerometer sensing axes. We assume
the object coordinate system has its origin in the center of the
colored marker, and the marker is parallel to the x-axis of the
accelerometer. For example, for a mobile device, this means in
practice that while the marker can be put in a user-defined position, it has to be aligned with the device's border.
Table 1 summarizes the notation and variables used in the following equations and in the rest of the paper.
Let us denote {¡} and {j} as two arbitrary coordinate systems
(any of them may have the values {w}, {c}, {a} or {/]). A 3D vector v
is expressed as v¡ in {¡}, but expressed as y, in {/}• The relationship
between v¡ and y, can be expressed using a rotation matrix as:
Kj.Vi

(1)

In general, the transformation of a 3D position from a given reference frame to another can be achieved by performing first a rotation between their reference frames and then a translation (related
to the offset of the coordinate systems origins), which is mathematically expressed as:
•RijP,

(2)

Several representations can be used to express an object or
camera orientation, for instance axis-angle, quaternions and Euler
angles [37]. In this article, Euler angles, as depicted in Fig. 1, are
adopted to allow solution for the roll and pitch angles from accelerometer measurements. Specifically, to obtain the rotation matrix from {w} to {a} (Rwa), three consecutive rotations might be
performed in order: yaw-roll-pitch [38], resulting:
R»
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Accelerometers sense both gravitational and dynamic (movement induced) accelerations. To measure inclination, gravitational
accelerations need to be isolated, removing dynamic accelerations.
To do so, a low-pass filter can be used. Some literature has done
further research on this topic [39]. In the case of Android mobile
devices, a "gravity sensor" is embedded since API Level 9 (Android
2.3) was released. Thus, we will assume that gravitational accelerations are isolated, focusing on the basic principle for converting
the measurements of gravitational accelerations to inclination angles.
In world reference coordinates the gravity vector (g w ) is perfectly aligned with the z-axis, pointing in negative direction. The
3-axis accelerometer provides the components of the gravitational acceleration expressed in the object reference frame (gfl =
[gax,gay,gaz]T\ Both gravity vectors are related through a rotation
matrix, according to Eq. (1). For this case, the relation is:
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From Eq. (4) pitch and roll angle can be deduced from the measurements of gravitational accelerations as follows:
gay
xjr = arctan :
9 •• arcsin •
(5)
3.3. Camera as position sensor
Apart from accelerometer-based measurements, our system exploits images of the fiducial to derive the object's position. A key
aspect of the system is the design of the fiducial marker, made
to facilitate the extraction of the reference positions that are afterwards used as inputs of the algorithms to calculate the device's position and orientation. In this section we will detail both the color
and geometric features of the fiducial (two reference points) and
the related fiducial detection algorithm based on image processing and computer vision procedures. An additional key aspect to
be described in this section is the geometric relation between the
reference points' 3D positions and their projections in the camera
frame coordinate system.
3.3.1 Fiducial design and detection
The fiducial aims at serving as input to provide two reference points referred to the target object. It is designed to be: (a)
easily recognizable within the environment, without causing confusion with other objects and resilient to illumination changes,
(b) compatible and generalizable to different applications and (c)
low-cost. Considering these features, we propose a thin colored
printable marker, which embodies three colored rectangles, as depicted in Fig. 2. The central part (in magenta) shares two edges
with the lateral parts (in yellow and cyan), whose centers are
treated as the reference points in our system (indicated by two
crosses in Fig. 2). The whole marker is just several millimeters
in width and the length could vary to adapt to the object to be
tracked. This linear feature makes it easy to be attached to object borders, e.g., the border of a mobile device. Thanks to its
non-invasive characteristic with the environment, it can be considered for applications that are not compatible with obvious deployed markers in the environment. In our system, the marker

is placed in the border of the device in such a way that it is
clearly visible by the cameras. Provided it is visible and well referenced to the device's geometry, it can be attached anywhere in the
object.
The colors used in our system are magenta, yellow and
cyan. However, they can be arbitrary combinations as long
as they fulfill two principles. Firstly, the Hue range of selected colors should not overlap in Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV)
color space. Secondly, they should be easily distinguishable
from the typical colors in the surroundings (tracked object and
environment).
The detection algorithm is designed taking into account both
the color and the shape of the fiducial. The three colors are segmented by thresholding in HSV color space. Then, the obtained
regions of interest are converted to binary images. Note that the
three colored rectangles in the fiducial are successive. Each of the
detected regions for each of the fiducial colors is morphologically
dilated using a certain kernel. Then logic 'AND' operation is applied to the binary dilated images. The result of the operation are
overlapped regions which are approximately centered in the reference points. Our experiments showed that a circular kernel with
a radius of five pixels is adequate for this process, although the
system accuracy and robustness is not extremely dependent on
this parameter. In addition, the foreground is detected by frame
differencing with a static background model [40], used to remove
background (environment) areas with colors similar to those of the
fiducial.
The centroids of these overlapped regions are considered as reference point candidates. Then, the algorithm calculates the percentage of 'magenta' (central segment color) pixels in the segment
between each pair of candidates. This percentage is compared with
an upper threshold of T = 90%, which has been experimentally validated as a suitable trade-off between the detection rate and imperfect color perception. Apart from the fiducial, it is rare to find
regions composed by three selected colors in the foreground (at
least in our environment). Based on this idea, the algorithm simply
chooses the longest candidate pair as the final result. In the stereo
vision subsystem, further validation can be done by examining the
distance between the final (reconstructed in 3D) reference points,
given the known length of the fiducial. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the previous processing.

Algorithm 1 Fiducial Detection
Input: Captured image /
Output: Reference points position in the image (u^\v^)

and

l: Detect the foreground from the image /
2: Convert the image from RGB color space to HSV color space
3: Filter the image using the thresholds for each color and get 3
binary images, /c(cyan), /m(magenta) and /y(yellow)
4: Mask previous detections with foreground detection
5: Morphologically dilate ¡c, lm and ly separately using a disk kernel with a radius of 5 pixels
6: Do logic 'AND' operation and get lmMc = W, ¡m&¡y = ¡my
7: Find contours of ¡mc and /my and save contours' centroids as
candidates
8: Check the pixels between each two distinct candidates. If magenta pixels/all checked pixels > T, save the pair as one pair
candidate
9: Among all the pair candidates, choose the longest pair as the
final result

3.3.2. Projection of fiducial reference points into the image plane
A final aspect to tackle in this section is how 3D points in the
scene are projected into the image plane. In this paper, the pinhole
camera projection model is adopted, which meets the collinear
condition, i.e., the world point, the principal point and the projected point are collinear [41]. Then, the relationship between a
point in world coordinates {w} (Pw) and its 2D position (Pf) can be
expressed as:

1

= M 1w

1

where X is a scale factor; M is a 3 x 4 projection matrix summarizing the whole projection process; K is composed of camera
intrinsic parameters: focal length and principal point.
Camera calibration is a process to obtain intrinsic parameters
(K) and extrinsic parameters (Rwc and t wc ), or equivalently the M
matrix for a given spatial scenario and camera deployment. In
our deployment, the calibration was done offline, using Matlab®
Calibration Toolbox, which implements the method proposed by
Zhang [42], targeted to minimize the total re-projection error.
4. The pose estimation strategy: fusing data from inertial and
vision sensors
In this section, we present two fusion algorithms combining
previously described data. The difference between these two algorithms is the 3D reconstruction of the two fiducial reference
points. We will first describe, in Section 4.1 the stereo vision object
position extraction, while Section 4.2 will describe the monocular
vision object position estimation. Once the 3D positions of those
points in world coordinates are obtained by either method, the
complete estimation of the 6-DoF pose is performed. The common
procedure for this derivation is described in Section 4.3.
4.1. Stereo vision object positioning system
In the case that two cameras detect the fiducial simultaneously,
3D positions of each fiducial reference point can be obtained by
triangulation, as depicted in Fig. 3a. The process described below
is an adaptation of a linear least-squares method [43]. Other triangulation procedures [44] might be used to solve this part of the
problem.
To convert this geometry to algebraic expressions, we let ML
and MR denote the calibrated world to image plane projection matrices of the left and right cameras respectively, and kL and kR the
respective multipliers. Let [uL, vL] and [uR, vR] be the 2D projections of one reference point P w in the left and right image planes.
Applying Eq. (6) to each camera, the following over-determined
linear equations system can be obtained:
APW = b

(7)

where A is a 4 x 3 matrix and b is a 4 x 1 matrix, described next:
'ML(í,í)-uLML(.3,í)
ML(í,2)-uLML(3,2)
ML(Í,3) - uLML(3,3)~
ML(2,í)-vLML(3,í)
ML(2,2)-vLML(3,2)
ML(2,3)-vLML(3,3)
M R (l,l)-u R M R (3,l) M R (l,2)-u R M R (3,2) MR(1,3) - uRMR(3,3)
_MR(2,l)-vRMR(3,l)
MR(2,2)-VRMR(3,2)
MR(2,3) -VRMR(3,3)_

:

'uLML(.3,4)-ML(.i,4)'
vLML(3,4)-ML(2,4)
u R M„(3,4)-M„(1,4)
_v R M R (3,4)-M R (2,4)_

To estimate the position of the fiducial reference point we may
solve the equations using a least squares approach minimizing
\\APW - b\\. Then we will get the reference point coordinates in {w}
as:
Pw=A+b

(8)

Right Camera

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Stereo vision object positioning system geometry. P w is the position of one fiducial reference point, to be obtained through triangulation. (b) Monocular vision
object positioning system geometry. P'p and Pf are the projections of the two respective fiducial reference points P^1' and P® in the image plane.
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where A+ is the pseudo-inverse matrix of A.
The same process is done for the 3D reconstruction of the
other fiducial reference point. This process provides the positions
of both fiducial reference points expressed in world coordinates, to
be called P ^ and P^2).

cial marker is centered at the origin of {a} and aligned with its xaxis). The difference vector between those two points is expressed
as APfl in {a} and APW in {w}. From Eq. (1), we get:
APW = P ® - P#> = Rw¡ APfl = RW¡[D, 0, 0] T

(12)

From Eq. (12) and Eq. (3) we get:
4.2. Monocular vision positioning system

APW = D[cos9 cosip, cosOsmip,

In the case the fiducial is in the coverage of a single camera or
it is partially occluded for some cameras, just being visible by one
of them, a monocular positioning system may be used. The procedure relies on defining a set of constraints on fiducial reference
points positions leading to a potential solution.
In our vision sensor modeling we referred to the collinear condition in the pinhole camera model, which also holds for the
monocular vision system. Considering a 2D point in the image,
there exists a collection of 3D points that are mapped onto the
same point. These points lay on the ray connecting the camera
projection center and the 2D point, as depicted in Fig. 3b for the
two fiducial reference points.
From that figure, let Py' and Py' be the projection of P(„' and
Pw m {f}< respectively. Rearranging Eq. (6), all potential 3D points
lying in the ray associated to a pixel point can be mathematically
expressed as:
v ( 0 y(>) 7O)
'Mil/

5 *W
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+ ^RW¡K-Í[u(i\v(i\\]\i

= \,2(9)

Each of the reference points has an associated collinearity constraint: reference points must fulfill this equation for a given (unknown) value of A.W. So, those collinearity constraints convert the
problem of solving 6 unknown variables to a reduced problem of
solving two unknown variables (A/1' and A'2' values in the parametric formulation of the projection lines). A simpler form of this
equation is:
[X«,Y®,Z®f = - ^ t

w c

+ A«[X®,Y®,Z®r,i = l , 2

[Xt(i), Yt(i), Zt(i) ] 7

1

= RW]K- [u«, v (0, 1 f
We can also define a distance constraint for the fiducial reference points. The distance between the two reference points in
space is known (D), which allows defining the relation:
id)

>(2)

D

(11)

We just need one more constraint on reference points' positions, to be able to solve the problem. The additional constraint we
are including is an inclination constraint, defined as follows. The
positions of the reference points in the accelerometer/object coordinates are P ^ = [-0.5D, 0,0] 7 and P¡¡2) = [0.5D, 0,0] 7 (the fidu-

(13)

This relation imposes three constraints (one per Cartesian coordinate) on the fiducial reference points' relative positions in world
coordinates, involving two Euler angles. The z-axis related inclination constraint is especially relevant for us:
AZM

•.ffl-ZS^-D

sin6

(14)

Since the accelerometers provide an independent measurement
of the inclination (roll) angle, as described in Eq. (5), we may write
the inclination constraint as:
7(2) _

7(i)

(15)

-Dga.

This idea allows a reformulation of the inclination constraint,
building a bridge between the accelerometer measurements and
the locations of the two reference points. Combining Eq. (15) and
Eq. (10), we obtain the following relation between A/1' and A'2'
parameters:
A(2)Zf(2)

Dga

X.™

(1)

Zt g

(16)
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We may substitute A/1' in Eq. (11) and rearrange it, obtaining a
quadratic equation:
aX^2 + b^V + c = 0
where
a=

z(2)

(1)

7<1)V
c =

D

t

(17)
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where we define an auxiliary variable [Xy' ,Yy' ,Zy']T as follows:
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This equation yields two solutions, but only one (the positive)
is physically feasible. Once we get the value of A'2', A/1' can be
obtained using Eq. (16), and 3D positions of both reference points
are easily calculated with Eq. (10).
4.3. Complete 6-D0F pose estimation
Both the monocular and stereo vision system provide the positions of both fiducial reference points expressed in world coordinates (Pw , P„ ), and at the same time accelerometers are able to
give pitch and roll estimation, as shown in Section 3.2 (Eq. (5)).

Due to the symmetrical design of the fiducial, the position of
its central point is considered as the position of the object. To obtain the remaining Euler angle (yaw), we may exploit the remaining relations in Eq. (13). Dividing the x and y components of this
equation we obtain:
<P = a r c t a n a Y ^ - Y^)/{X^

-X^))

(18)

Summarizing, the 6-DoF object pose estimate results, from
gravity measurements and reference points' 3D positions:
X

y
z
\¡r
y

<p\

(XiV) +Xi2))/2
(Yir)+Y^)/2
(4 1 ) +Z«)/2
arctan(gay/gaz)
arcsin(gaz/g)
_arctan((Yi,2)-Yl(1))/(X42)

(19)

-W)).

5. System error modeling
In this section we will propose a procedure for the system error
modeling, both for the monocular and for the stereo vision system.
To develop the complete error model, Section 5.1 focuses on the
accelerometer error modeling, while Section 5.2 describes a model
of the reference point estimation error. Section 5.3 introduces a
complete model of the pose estimation error based on the propagation of the previously described errors.
The modeling of the whole pose error distribution would be extremely complex due to the presence of different error sources in
the input error terms and to the different weighting of those terms
by the uncertainty propagation model. Therefore, in the following,
we will just focus on the modeling of the first and second order
statistics of this error. In other words, we are just assessing biases
(error mean value), and error covariance matrices.
5.1. Accelerometer measurement error model
Accelerometers suffer from various error sources [45]. A simple
model of the measurement of an accelerometer in the i-axis a¡, (i =
x,y,z) can be expressed:
a¡ = a¡+ S¡a¡ + b¡ + n¡

(20)

where S¡ is a scale factor, a¡ is the actual (true) acceleration along
i-axis, b¡ is the measurement bias and n¡ is the random noise.
In our system, the accelerometers are just used to measure the
gravity. With uncalibrated accelerometers, gravity sensing will be
biased, and therefore we will have errors in the pose estimation,
as will be described in Section 5.3. In order to calibrate the threeaxis accelerometer, the Six-Position Static Test method [45] is used
due to its simplicity and popularity. This method requires the accelerometer to be mounted on a leveled surface with each sensitive axis pointing alternately up and down. It can be easily done in
real settings. Calculated bias and scale factors are used to correct
the original measurements, so that in the rest of the system we
use the calibrated (almost unbiased) gravity measurements.
Additionally, we estimated the noise standard deviations of
accelerometer measurements from the samples used for calibration, resulting values equal to aax = 4.5 x 10~3 m/s2,erfly =4.3 x
10~3 m/s 2 , aaz = 4.6 x 10~3 m/s 2 in our deployment.
5.2. Reference point position estimation error model
The errors in the estimation of reference points' coordinates
(u, v) are due to image acquisition and processing, and to the algorithm used to estimate the reference points. Several factors affect the image acquisition and reference points extraction process,

Fig. 4. (a) A line segment expressed in the image after quantization, (b) An example of line segment after dilation.

such as sensor spatial and intensity quantization, image noise or
light flickering. A more detailed explanation of those effects can
be found in [46,47]. In this section we will provide quantitative
estimations of the estimation error due to the proposed imageprocessing algorithm.
In our early experiments, it became evident that different sizes
and orientations of the fiducial projection in the image resulted
in different errors. From this basic idea, we performed a simulation to assess this error. In this simulation we assumed that the
space quantification due to image resolution was the dominant error source, and discarded all other error sources. The ideal reference point is the center of the border segment between the different color rectangular areas in the fiducial. The measured reference
point, extracted using the process in Section 3.3.1, is almost equivalent to the centroid of an area which can be obtained dilating the
border segment projection in the image with the kernel described
in step 5 of Algorithm 1, as can be seen in Fig. 4b. In Fig. 4a the
border segment projected in image before dilation may be seen.
Depending on the border segment size and orientation, the error, defined as the difference between the estimated centroid and
the ideal reference point projection, is different. In our real scenario experiments (with a camera resolution of 640 x 360 pixels) the shared edge covers between two pixels (fiducial far away
from the camera, 4.5m) and eight pixels (fiducial very close to the
camera, 30cm). Therefore, we model the projection of the border
segment as a segment with length (L) from 2 to 8 pixels and inclination {0, with respect to horizontal) from 0 to 180 degrees (note
the image symmetry allows us to avoid modeling the angles between -180 and 0). The error is then measured as the difference
between the centroid of the dilated region and the center of the
line segment. In order to estimate the average error and the standard deviation of the error, we define a very fine grid (10 x 10
samples) for the position of the ideal center within a pixel. Then,
we calculate the average value and the standard deviation of the
centroid estimation from results for the different center positions
in the grid, for a given border length and a given angle with respect to the horizontal. Algorithm 2 is an implementation of the
previously described process.
Results are shown in Fig. 5. Due to problem symmetry, the
mean error in both u-axis and v-axis (in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b) is
zero. The standard deviation of u-axis and v-axis, expressed in pixels, are shown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d. It is quite a complex function
of border projection length and inclination.
From this result we developed an analytical model interpolating the simulated deviation. The basic idea behind this analytical
model was realizing it had a distinct "periodical" pattern, due to
the quantization effect. In a previous research for a somehow similar problem [48], a model for one dimensional (let us call it u)
centroid estimation standard deviation was shown to be:
V(1-3<IU>+3<IU>2)/12

(21)
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Fig. 5. Error modeling result, (a) Error in u-axis. (b) Error in v-axis. (c) Standard deviation in u-axis. (d) Standard deviation in v-axis.

Algorithm 2 Reference point position estimation error modeling
l: Create a binary image of 30 x 30 pixel with all the elements
set to zero.
2: Run the loop, where L is the length of the line segment and
9 is the angle between the line segment and the horizontal u
axis.
3: for L = 2; L < 8; L = L +0.1 do
4:
for 9 = \/TZ;9 < 7t;9 = (9 + 1/jr do
5:
for Cu = 14.55; Cu < 15.45; CU=CU + 0.1 do
6:
for Cv = 14.55; Cv < 15.45; Cv = Cv + 0.1 do
7:
(uW,vW) = (Cu -0.5Lcos9,Cv - 0.5Lsin(9);
8:
(u( 2 ),f( 2 )) = (Cu + 0.5Lcos(9,C„ + 0.5Lsin(9);
9:
quantizedimage = quantize the line segment
10:
dilatedjmage = dilate the quantizedimage
11:
centroidblob = find the centroid of the
dilatedjmage
12:
error = centroidblob -[CU,CV]
13:
end for
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end for
17: Save 2D error vector for later analysis in an error matrix
18: Rearrange all the error we get from each loop.
19: Analyze the data statistic of the error varying from segment
length and inclination, averaging results of all Cu and Cv values.

ues equal to 1/(2V12) pixels for values of Lu with fractional part
equal to 0.5.
Any dilation on the basic blob has no effect on the centroid estimation error. In our 2D problem the extension of our blob along
u-axis can be calculated through the projection of the segment
border length (called L previously) along this axis. Additionally, for
most inclinations, we are averaging the results in several rows,
which results in a reduced error, and demands a more complex
model. A good interpolation of the standard deviation of u in terms
of L and 9 may be obtained, finally, as:

1

7 ( 1 - 3 < I | c o s e | > + 3 < I | c o s e | > 2 )/12

if

L\cos0\

< I/2VT2
(1 /2 + 1 /21 cos 01) 7 ( 1 - 3 < I | c o s e | > +3 <L|cose| > 2 )/12 otherwise
(22)

For v-axis, the same relation appears, substituting cos0 by
sin0. These detailed models might be exploited if we had very
good knowledge of L and 9. Once the pose of the fiducial in 3D
is calculated, these values, related with projection geometry, might
be calculated approximately. But for a rough model of the error we
might use a simplified model, applicable in worst case, assuming a
standard deviation of the form:
au = (1/2 + 1/2| cos6»|)/V12, av = (1/2 + 1/2| sin<9|)/V12
(23)
An even simpler model, in worst case, is assuming constant
standard deviations:
<7U = 1/A/12, CT„ = 1 / A / 1 2

Fig. 6. Standard deviation (in pixels) for ID quantification.

where Lu is the ideal length in pixels of the ID image, and operator
< > denotes the fractional part of the real number Lu.
This periodical function is shown in Fig. 6, with maximum values equal to 1/7T2 pixels for integer Lu values, and minimum val-

(24)

The three models in Eq. (22)-(24) might be used at different
processing stages. The model in Eq. (22) needs too accurate control
of the environment, and will just be difficult to apply in an operational environment. The model in Eq. (23) might be used to calculate covariances in real time, and the model in Eq. (24) is more adequate for worst-case analysis. As we are neglecting other sources
of error, we will use Eq. (24) in the following.
An additional relevant conclusion was obtained from our simulation described in Algorithm 2: there is negligible cross covariance
between u-axis and v-axis independently of L and 9. Finally, in the
following sections we assume the error in the estimation of both

projected reference points are independent. In fact it is not completely true, but it is very complex to model this correlation effect,
and we will show in the Section 6 this lack of information is not
too important for the overall system accuracy assessment.
5.3. Pose estimation error modeling
In our proposed pose estimation algorithms (stereo and monocular), the output of our system is the estimated pose vector s =
[x,y,z, x/r, 0, (p]T. Depending on the available cameras we have different inputs:
(a) For the stereo vision system we have two pairs of reference points projections, coming from each of the cameras: [ u ^ , v ^ ] and [u(L2\ v^ ] from the "left" camera, and
[u(f}\v(^] and [u(R2\ v^ ] from the "right" camera. Summarizing, the measurement vector in this case results: Xjn =
i?
B- B- 1J (1) VW 1J (2) l / 2 ) 1J (1) Vm 1J (2) l / 2 ) l T
igax,gay,gaz,UL
,VL ,UL ,VL ,UR ,VR ,UR ,VR J

(b) For the monocular vision system we have one pair
of reference points projections: [i/ 1 ', v' 1 '] and [i/ 2 ',
v' 2 ']. So we may define the measurement vector:
*ln =

lgaX,gay,gaz,U«\v«\uQ\vW]T

In both cases, we may summarize the estimation algorithm as
a function relating the available measurement vector and the pose
estimator:
S = /(X j n )

(25)

Of course, the function is different for each of the proposed
pose estimation approaches. To analyze estimation error we first
divide the error sources in two kinds. The first kind is related to
the propagation of the errors in the available inputs to the estimator. The second kind is the systematic errors (e.g., imperfect camera calibration), which lead to potential biases in the estimation.
To analyze the propagation of input errors, we relate the errors
in the measurements and the errors in the estimation through a
first order Taylor approximation of the ideal pose as follows:
s - As = f(Xin - AXin) = f(Xin) - FxAXin + ...

(27)

So the estimated pose error is the result of the propagation of
the input error (uncertainty) through a system specific uncertainty
propagation function Fx. It should be emphasized that Fx is different for monocular and stereo vision system (even its size is different, it is a 6 x 7 matrix for the monocular vision system and 6 x
11 for the stereo vision system).
From Eq. (27), using the expectation operation over errors, we
may define the following relation between pose estimation bias (bs
in the following), and input measurement vector bias (denoted b x ):
bs^Fxbx

(28)

Also, we may define the following approximate relation between measurement error covariance (denoted Cx) and the resulting pose estimation error covariance (Cs):
Q^FxQFj

Distance (cm )

50
150
250
350

Position error (mm)

Orientation error (degree)

x axis

y axis

z axis

x axis

y axis

z axis

3.2
9.1
11.5
15.3

6.5
9.1
39.2
87.1

2.4
3.1
7.4
6.1

0.6
0.8
1.3
1.5

1.5
0.4
1.1
1.0

1.8
1.6
3.7
3.0

Regarding the covariance matrix, applying Eq. (29) to the stereo
vision system results in:
C5 = Fxdiag(alx,a^,

o ¿ , au2, a,2, au2, a,2, au2, a,2, au2, a2)F¡

(30)

where diag(.) represents a diagonal matrix (in this case, the size
11 x 11) whose diagonal elements are listed as parameters, and all
standard deviations were introduced in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2.
For eru and erv we will use in general the value predicted in
Eq. (24).
Again, applying Eq. (29) to the monocular vision system results
in:
C5 = Fxdiag(alx,a^,

o ¿ , au2, a,2, au2, a2)F¡

(31)

In Section 6 we will use the above just defined models to predict the system performance in a realistic scenario, and we will
also use real error measurements to validate this model.
6. Experiments
In this section we will experimentally assess our system accuracy, validate the system error model and calculate the computational load. Section 6.1 includes two methodologies to assess the
system accuracy. Section 6.2 validates the error model both for
the stereo vision and monocular vision approaches. Additionally,
the computational load of both solutions in a currently commercial workstation (HP Z420) is featured in Section 6.3.

(26)

where s is the estimated pose (with errors), As is the estimated
pose error, Xjn is the measurement vector (with errors), AXjn is
the measurement error vector and therefore the term (X¡„ - AX¡„)
would be an "ideal" measurement without errors and Fx is the Jacobian matrix of function f[.) evaluated at Xjn. Fx can be calculated analytically from previous derivations or approximated numerically.
Neglecting higher order terms we could therefore relate measurement and pose estimation error as follows:
As^FxAXjn

Table 2
Errors in position and orientation estimation from different distances and
different orientations.

(29)

6.1. Accuracy assessment
Two methodologies are proposed to evaluate the system accuracy. The first experiment is to benchmark to real measurements
in terms of position and orientation estimation. The second experiment compares the proposed stereo vision system to a markerbased system in terms of projection errors of 25 test points.
6.Í.Í. Accuracy: benchmark to real measurements
In our previous work [12], we evaluated a preliminary version
of the proposed stereo vision system in 16 poses, changing the distance between the tablet and the cameras (50, 150, 250 and 350
cm) along the depth direction and the inclination of the tablet (0°,
45°, 90° and 180°). The real position and orientation were measured by a Laser Distance Meter and a goniometer. The results are
summarized in Table 2 by averaging errors for all the inclinations
in each distance.
In this paper, we have implemented another experiment with
different camera setup and assessed the accuracy of both the
stereo vision system and the monocular vision system. We have
used two Logitech HD Pro webcam C920 cameras. They are deployed in the ceiling of our laboratory to have a bird view of the
scene, as depicted in Fig. 7a. Examples of captured images from
the left and right camera are shown in Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c. The resolution of the image is set to 640 x 360 pixels and the cameras
run at 20 frames/s. The fiducial, whose size is 19 x 1 cm, is tagged
on the upper border of a Nexus 10 tablet, which is held in landscape mode. The image processing and pose estimation process

(a)

Fig. 7. (a) Deployment of cameras in our lab. (b) A captured image from the left camera, (c) A captured image from the right camera.
Table 3
RMS of estimated position and rotation error in stereo vision system and monocular vision system.
Distance (cm)

113
163
213
263
313
363
413

Stereo vision system

Monocular vision system

Position error (mm)

Orientation error (degree)

Position error (mm)

Orientation error (degree)

8.8
2.6
13.2
15.2
17.1
19.0
28.9

0.4
1.3
0.7
1.7
3.1
2.7
4.2

48.3
74.3
79.4
112.2
212.6
136.1
275.4

1.4
0.7
2.6
1.7
1.6
2.3
2.6

are performed in real time in an HP Z420 workstation. Cameras
and accelerometer are calibrated offline in advance, as described
in Section 3.3.2 and Section 5.1.
On this infrastructure, we have performed static accuracy measurements in seven positions, centered between both cameras, and
at increasing distance from the wall next to both cameras, as indicated by the orange line in Fig. 7a. The distance to the wall
varies from 113 cm to 413 cm and tests have been performed every 50cm. The tablet is placed in a static stand at a predefined
pitch angle (50°), measured by a goniometer with 0.1° resolution.
The distance has been measured using a Laser Distance Meter with
high accuracy. At each position, 50 images from left and right cameras have been captured and corresponding accelerometer measurements have been transmitted to the central workstation, which
processes the images and locates the reference points in the captured images. Then, we have compared the estimated position and
rotation accuracy with the ground truth and the results of the rootmean-square (RMS) errors are shown in Table 3.

6.1.2. Projection error: benchmark to OpenCV
Additionally, we have designed an experiment to compare our
proposed stereo vision system to the accurate marker-based camera pose method by OpenCV, an open source, widely-used and
cross-platform computer vision library. OpenCV finds the position
of internal corners of a chessboard using the function findChessboardConers() and then finds an object pose from 3D-2D point correspondences using the function solvePnPQ. Based on the estimated
device pose from the proposed system and OpenCV, 25 test points
with known world coordinates are projected back to the image
captured by the device camera. Then, the comparison of two systems is done by calculating the mean projection error of the 25

Fig. 8. A sample image showing the results of the two pose estimation systems.
The green and red crosses correspond to the projections of the 25 test points using the results from the proposed stereo vision system and the reference system,
respectively. The 6 x 8, 30 x 30 mm chessboard pattern is used by the reference
system to estimate the device's 3D pose.

test points, understood as the image distance between the projected points and the real points in the device camera image.
As we mentioned before, the markers used in OpenCV need a
big and flat surface to be placed. Therefore, they are not suitable
to track small objects, such as a mobile device. The reference system is accomplished by tracking a marker deployed in the environment from the internal device camera. To set the benchmark up,
a chessboard composed of 6 x 8 grids of 30mm x 30mm (overall size 180mm x 240mm) has been used as an external marker
and detected by the internal device camera. 25 test points have
been provided by a 4 x 4 grid with a total dimension of 360
mm x 280 mm. An example of the experiment is shown in Fig. 8.
The experiment has been carried out with different measurement

Table 4
Errors of the two considered pose estimation systems.
Measurement distance (cm)

Observation distance (cm)

100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
300

50
150
250
350
50
150
250
350
50
150
250
350

system error (pixel)
7.4
4.0
15.2
9.7
18.3
12.9
12.0
11.6
10.0
17.6
15.3
4.4

Average

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

19.7
8.9
12.4
5.1
17.4
8.9
12.4
5.1
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

11.5 ± 2.0

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

7.0
0.6
0.4
0.2
31.0
0.6
0.4
0.5

10.3 ± 5.1

Table 5
Execution time of the system.

0.35p

r
0

2.7
0.6
0.3
0.4
5.4
1.5
0.3
0.3
4.8
6.5
1.0
0.6

Marker-based reference system error (pixel)

1000

2000
3000
distance to cameras(mm)

4000

5000

Fig. 9. Standard deviation of pixel measurements from different distances to the
cameras.

distances (distance between the camera and the marker) and observation distances (distance between the test points and the
tablet camera). The results are shown in Table 4. More details
about this experiment can be found in [12].
Both systems have an average error around 10 pixels. The proposed system has lower variance than the reference system, thus
gaining in stability. An important feature is that, when the tablet is
3 m away from the cameras and the chessboard, the reference system stops working, whereas the proposed system still works providing consistent accuracy (11.8 pixels in average).
6.2. System error model validation
The standard deviations of the reference point position estimation results have been calculated and compared with the error
model statistics as described in Section 5.2. In Fig. 9, the horizontal
line corresponds to the standard deviation predicted by our input
error models (Eq. (24) for reference point measurements). We can
see that the standard deviations of the error are similar to those
in the model, which tends to overestimate them. This is expected
from the error model discussion and derivation in Section 5.2.
The system then calculates the pose vector based on the estimated reference points and sampled accelerometer measurements.
In each position, the standard deviation of pose is estimated from
50 measurements, and the results are depicted in Fig. 10a, Fig. 10b
for the stereo vision system and Fig. 11a, Fig. lib for the monocular vision system (using the left camera in our lab deployment).
Meanwhile, corresponding standard deviations predicted by the error model are presented in Fig. lie, Fig. lid for the stereo vision
system and Fig. lie, Fig. lid for the monocular vision system. We
can find that the curve of experimental results is consistent with
the standard deviations predicted by the error model, both for the
stereo vision system and the monocular vision system. If we compare Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, we can see that the stereo vision system is
much more stable (expected errors in few mm instead of few cm
level).

Function

Mean (ms)

Min (ms)

Max (ms)

Vision task
Pose computation
Total time

96.34
0.12
96.46

21
0.01
21.03

223
2
230

This model is important for system stability assessment, as it
analyzes the propagation of the uncertainty of the accelerometer
and the reference point detection to the uncertainty of pose estimation. It can also be used for post-processing, for example, to
calculate the covariance of noises in a Kalman filter. However, it
is not enough to estimate the bias due to some systematic factors,
such as imperfect camera calibration.
6.3. Computational load assessment
To assess the computational load, we carried out an online experiment in which we used the proposed system to continuously
calculate the pose of a moving tablet during ten minutes, using a
prototype implementation of the described algorithms in a midrange HP Z420 workstation (with a quad-core Intel® Xeon® CPU
E5-1620 @ 3.60GHz and NVIDIA Cmadro 4000 GPU). We collected
the duration of the vision task and of the pose computation separately, as listed in Table 5. On average, the prototype system is able
to update the pose estimation with a rate of 10 times per second,
which fulfills the real-time requirement of most applications.
7. Pointing applications
The proposed pose estimation system has potential in several
application fields such as indoor AR, person tracking, robot localization and pointing-related applications. In this section, we take
pointing as an extended application example and try to model the
accuracy of our proposal for it. Let us assume the system is applied to estimate the pose of a pointing device, which could be a
pen or a mobile device. We are interested in the stability of the
system. In other words, how the uncertainty of the estimated pose
from Section 6 will affect the estimation of the projected point (a
point/target located in the wall, towards which the device is pointing at). The performance depends on the geometry relationship
among the cameras, the device and the target. Here we make some
assumptions. The first one is that the pointing direction starts from
the center of the fiducial and is aligned with the negative z-axis of
the accelerometer/object coordinate system. A unit vector can be
mathematically expressed as vfl = [0, 0, - l ] 7 . Secondly, we assume
that the targets (projected points) are located in the wall, where

IS*1
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Fig. 10. Comparison of position and Euler angles between experimental results and predicted results in the stereo vision system, (a) Experimental position standard deviation.
(b) Experimental rotation standard deviation, (c) Predicted position standard deviation, (d) Predicted rotation standard deviation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

y

Fig. 11. Comparison of position and Euler angles between experimental results and predicted results in the monocular vision system, (a) Experimental position standard
deviation, (b) Experimental rotation standard deviation, (c) Predicted position standard deviation, (d) Predicted rotation standard deviation.

the cameras are deployed. In our case, they have Yw = 0. All this is
done on the experimental setup from Section 6.1.1.
Let us denote Pw = [Xw, 0,ZW]7 as the position of the projected
point in the world coordinate system. With the knowledge of the
estimated pose vector s = [x,y,z,x/r,8,<p], we can obtain the vector
from the center of the fiducial to the projected point as:
vw = Pw-[x,y,z]T

(32)

The relationship between vfl and vw can be expressed as:
:

^,™V» = ^

-cosipsinOcosip - sirup sinq
-cosipsinOsinqb + sirup cosq

(33)

depicted in Fig. 12. It was calculated using the error propagation
procedure described in Section 5.3 and the test data from the 7
position static test in Section 6.1.1. We find that the small error in
pose estimation is magnified in the projected point, as expected. In
the stereo vision system, the error is still kept low (less than 10cm
about 4m away). This level of accuracy is acceptable for pointing
applications as long as the objects are placed with a larger separation than the error. In the monocular vision system, the error is
bigger. However, it can still be used for applications without high
accuracy requirements, with lower cost and simpler infrastructure
deployment. An example of the proposed system applied to control
the lamps by pointing is shown in Fig. 13.

-cosipcosO

where X is a scale factor.
Therefore, we can get the position of the projected point as:
cos ipsinO cosqui +sim/fsin4>
0.
sin\¡/cosqb - cosrfrsinOsinqb"
cosipcosO

sin\j/cos(p — cos ijfsinO sirup

(34)

We may summarize the relationship between the pose vector s
and the projected point as a function
/P(S)

(35)

The standard deviation of the projected point in both stereo vision system and monocular vision system in x-axis and z-axis is

8. Conclusions and future work
In this article, we have proposed a hybrid pose estimation approach based on a colored fiducial, mobile accelerometers, and
multi-sensor data fusion techniques. Two different fusion approaches for the pose estimation have been proposed, one based
on stereo vision and the other one based on monocular vision. The
experimental results show that the proposed system has achieved
an accuracy in the order of centimeters for the position estimation
and few degrees for the orientation estimation, providing measurements in real-time. We have also proposed error models for
both methods, and validated them experimentally. As previously
underlined, the system is built on inexpensive cameras (webcams),
low-cost accelerometers which are typically embedded in tablets,
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Fig. 12. (a) Projected point standard deviation in the stereo vision system, (b) Projected point standard deviation in the monocular vision system.

potential fusion of redundant information will be studied. Finally,
a user-in-motion accuracy assessment of the proposed system will
be also performed to validate the system even more thoroughly.
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